Design Services
A human-focused, tailormade, design service

No two projects are alike – every space has its own challenges that must be addressed in order to create truly beautiful design. However, creative floor designs can be a really impactful way to bring a design vision to life.

The role of the Interface Design Studio is to support you in finding beautiful, flooring solutions to help achieve your project requirements within your allocated budget.

All the support we offer is bespoke to the project and the designer, which can include creating custom colours, products or mood boards. We can get involved in just a single phase of the process or offer design support from start to finish.

Click one of the headings below to see what services we offer:

- Concept Design
- Product Customisation
- Presentation
All the support we offer is bespoke to the project and the designer, here are some examples of the outputs we can provide to support you.

**Design Consultation**
Help is provided on the design direction of a project.

**Product Suggestions**
Product proposals at the beginning of a project.

**Grid**
A 2D image showing a 2 meter square area of product in the chosen installation method.

**Scene**
A 3D image showing product in a room scene.

**Palette**
A collection of products that have a common theme or attributes.

**Customer Presentation**
A presentation which includes a collection of images for a specific brief.

**Pallette**
A collection of products that have a common theme or attributes.

**Mock Up**
Creation of a mock of a small area of product installation.

**Floor Plans**
A final scheme floor plan can be provided in multiple outputs. Finished floor plan, rendered floor plan, textured floor plan and DWG export.
Product Customisation

Supporting you in creating a custom colour or product. Here are some examples of the outputs we can provide to support you.

- **Product Re-colour**
  A standard product is re-coloured

- **Custom Pattern Design**
  Development of a bespoke pattern for a special or new development

- **Product Suggestions**
  Product proposals at the beginning of a project

- **SIM**
  A full scale printed simulated carpet tile (SIM) and SIM mini (20% scale) of the custom product are printed

- **Tufted Sample**
  A physical sample of the custom colour or product is developed

- **Scene**
  A 3D image showing product in a room scene

- **Mock Up**
  Creation of a mock of a small area of product installation

- **Floor Plans**
  A final scheme floor plan can be provided in multiple outputs. Finished floor plan, rendered floor plan, textured floor plan and DWG export

Please note: All measurements are subject to site survey
Presentations

Lunch & Learn Presentations
We can come to you to give presentations on trends and our products solutions. And, we bring lunch!

Webinars
We regularly host webinars on design topics.
Get in touch

Interface Design Studio is equipped to help you, from designing an entire floorplan to developing custom colors or even custom products. Just reach out to determine how we can help with your next project.

Click the icon to fill out our contact us form, or visit our website for more information.

www.interface.com